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Abstract  
Established in 1948, it is the second biggest business vehicle maker in 

India, fourth biggest producer of transports on the planet and twelfth 

biggest producer of trucks universally. Working nine plants, Ashok 

Leyland likewise makes save parts and motors for mechanical and marine 

applications. It sold around 1,40,000 vehicles (M&HCV + LCV) in FY 2016. 

It is the second biggest business vehicle organisation in India in the 

medium and overwhelming business vehicle (M&HCV) section, with a 

piece of the pie of 32.1% (FY 2016). With traveler transportation choices 

extending from 10 seaters to 74 seaters (M&HCV = LCV),Ashok Leyland is 

a market pioneer in the transport fragment. In the trucks portion Ashok 

Leyland fundamentally focuses on the 16 to 25-ton extend. In any case, 

Ashok Leyland has a nearness in the whole truck extend, from 7.5 to 49 

tons. Ashok Leyland's UK backup Optare has closed down its transport 

production line in Blackburn, Lancashire. This auxiliary's conventional 

home in Leeds has additionally been cleared for a reason manufactured 

plant at Sherburn-in-Elmet. 
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1. Introduction 

Once an organisation makes a benefit, it must choose what to do with those 

benefits. They could keep on retaining the benefits inside the organisation, or 

they could pay out the benefits to the proprietors of the firm as profits. The 

profit arrangement choice includes two inquiries:  

1. What part of income ought to be paid out, overall, after some time? 

What's more,  

2. What kind of profit approach should the firm take after? I.e. issues, for 

example, regardless of whether it ought to keep up unfaltering profit 

arrangement or an approach expanding profit development rate and so 

forth.  

Then again Management needs to fulfils different partners from the benefit. Out 

of the Stakeholders need is to be given to value shareholders as they are being 

the most elevated hazard While making the investment decision potential 

investors should be aware of irrelevance hypothesis relationship between 

Dividend and profitability policy must be seen (Mohammed Amider)There are 

many theories followed like tax preference, bride in hand(Anggaro Budi 

Nugroho)  Dividend is continued to be the most important mechanism (Henri 

Servaes) 

Objective 

To know the policy and procedural aspect of relieved employee 

To assist the benefit of on the job and off the job employees  

Hypothesis 

Null hypothesis: There is no significant association between policy procedures 

of an Employee provided by the company and government. 

Alternative hypothesis: There is significant association between policy 

procedures of an Employee provided by the company and government. 

Materials and Method  

The review presented on “Payout policy with special reference to Ashok  

Leyland” is doctrinal in nature. It is in description form. The source for this 

review are Secondary sources like research paper, journal, article and web 

sources. 

2. Dividend Policy 

Dividend policy is the arrangement of rules an organisation uses to choose the 

amount of its income it will pay out to investors. Some proof recommends that 

financial specialists are not worried about an organisation‟s profit arrangement 

since they can offer a segment of their arrangement of values on the off chance 
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that they need money. This confirmation is known as the "dividend irrelevance 

theory” and it basically demonstrates that an issuance of profits ought to have 

practically no effect on stock cost. That being stated, numerous organisations do 

pay profits, so we should take a gander at how they do it. 

As we probably amaware in company, proprietors are investors however 

administration is done through Board of chiefs. It is the Board of Directors to 

choose whether to pay profit or hold income for future activities. It involves 

struggle amongst investors and executives. Investors expect a speedy profit for 

their capital. Then again, chiefs need to consider various factors in deciding 

separated strategy. NadeemNazir 

Speculators must watch out for the organisation‟s profit strategy for most 

organisations standard lifts even with sporadic income can be a notice flag. So 

can the refusal of Management to bring down profits while gaining fall or 

capital necessity rise. Organisations with high profit and rising obligation might 

get cash to pay investors. For financial specialists who are looking for stock that 

will progress on their execution and winning and acquiring per share, bring 

down profit may mean exceptional yields. (Received from the Quality of profit - 

Thornton O. Glove 1987)  

The profit strategy of an organisation reflects how reasonable its money related 

administration is. The future prospects, extension, expansion mergers are 

affected by isolating approaches and for a solid and light capital market, the two 

profits and held income are essential components. 

3. Stable Dividend Policy  

Under the steady dividend policy the organisation goes for a relentless profit 

payout consistently. It doesn't change regardless of whether the income are 

unpredictable consistently. The rough level of the profit payout is controlled by 

taking a gander at a gauge of the organisation‟s long haul income. This 

approach adjusts the profit development rate of the organisation with its long-

run income development rate.  

The steady dividend policies the most well known profit approach. Under this 

approach, here and now profit's instability isn't reflected in the payouts. 

Henceforth, the investors can be slightest dubious about what's to come profits' 

level. This arrangement has the accompanying genuine potential outcomes 

Profits may rise even in periods when income of the organisation decrease. 

Profits may not increment at the same higher rate of income in the blasting 

years.  

In light of these, the steady profit arrangement may step by step move towards 

an objective payout proportion. An objective payout proportion is characterised 

as a vital objective which speaks to the offer of profit that the organisation 
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expects to disseminate as profits to investors over a long haul. One such model 

on these lines of continuous modification is the objective payout proportion 

change demonstrate. Under this model, if the income of the organisation are 

relied upon to rise and the present profit payout proportion is beneath the 

objective profit payout proportion, the financial specialist can ascertain the 

assessed future profits as takes after.SteelaJackova 

4. Consistent Dividend Policy 

 Under the consistent profit approach, a particular level of the organisation‟s 

winning is paid out as profits each year. The transient profit's unpredictability 

influences the profits for this situation and thus, the measure of profits changes 

specifically with the organisation‟s income. In any case, this strategy isn't 

utilised as often as possible in organisations. Franklin Allen 

5. Residual Dividend Policy  

Under the residual dividend policy the organisation pays the profits from the 

assets left after the accounts for the capital uses of the present time frame are 

deducted from the inside produced assets of the organisation. This strategy 

accepts the organisation‟s venture open door plan, target capital structure and 

the cost of capital raised remotely into thought. 

6. Negative Payout Ratio  

Accepting profits from stock you claim is awesome, yet you need to ensure the 

organisation can stand to keep them coming. Organisations pay profits from 

their income, or benefits. The profit payout proportion measures the level of 

benefits an organisation pays as profits. At the point when an organisation 

creates negative profit, or a net misfortune, and still pays a profit, it has a 

negative payout proportion. A negative payout proportion of any size is 

regularly an awful sign. It implies the organisation needed to utilise existing 

money or collect extra cash to pay the profit.RajkumarExcellent work merits 

prizes and acknowledgment and we have various consistent change exercises.  

MISSION GEMBA – propelled in 2005, is one of our best activities went for 

data spread, creating aptitudes, enabling representatives to achieve world-class 

levels of value, cost and conveyance with acknowledgment and reward for 

execution. 'Gemba' signifies 'genuine place' in Japanese, alludes to the shop 

floor. The assembling units are separated into work based „Gembas', absolutely 

more than 100 now, and each 'Gemba' is kept running as an autonomous 

'business' by enabled 'Gemba Unit Leaders (GULs) picked in light of their 

execution reputation.'Mission GEMBA" has set off an attitudinal change of the 

workforce, operational brilliance to decongest bottlenecks and consistent 

upgrades in a few centre regions. Enhance - a home-developed representative 

commitment program now into its fifteenth Fruitful year ,it has risen as a stage 

to feature the best undertakings by our workers on profitability change, 
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proficiency upgrade and cost cutting. A yearly, all inclusive challenge, it goes 

past the current Quality Circles (QCs) to incorporate new cross utilitarian 

representative groups as well. Having expected the extents of a mass 

representative development, Improve sees over half of our workers taking an 

interest and the effect of these undertakings to all that really matters till date has 

been to the tune of over Rs. 400 million. Future Leader Program (FLP)– Class 

will tell and this is a methodical endeavour at recognising and sustaining future 

pioneers.  

Mission YEs – Powered by Youth: is a program planned to connect with and 

tackle the generous "youth control" accessible among us to address the 

developing business difficulties in a dynamic and enthusiastic culture 

concentrated on aggressive characteristics of Speed, Innovation and Attitude  

Gift – Opportunities for the recognising is the philosophy of this interesting HR 

activity that we have presented in our Pantnagar Unit. Gone for creating shop 

floor abilities, youth who have passed twelfth grade are selected and taught or 

prepared by us, to our detriment, in association with a prestigious specialised 

and preparing organisation.  

"RISE" (Reward for Individual Search for Excellence) 100% Club our most 

noteworthy reward for excellent individual or group execution Green Shield 

(best unit for ecological sustenance) An extraordinary place to learn Wrapped in 

lavish greenery, the Management Development Centre (MDC) at Hosur brings 

out a feeling of quiet and true serenity that is perfect for a seat of inclining. 

Perfectly named, it is outfitted with all the imperative foundation like aerated 

and cooled classrooms, an all around loaded library, a PC lab, a multi-reason 

tradition corridor and phenomenal boarding,hotel and recreation offices. So 

whether you might want to sharpen your imaginative capacities or build up your 

identity or simply take in somewhat more, the MDC is the place you  should set 

out toward where till date, more than 1,000 (counting 200 non-Ashok Leyland) 

programs have been directed. 

The employer will endeavour to make certain that the policy is adhered to, and 

to obtain this give up, the company will make certain the following : 

a. That no unfair remedy is given to a Whistle Blower via virtue of his or her 

having pronounced a blanketed Disclosure under the coverage; 

b. That suitable care is taken to preserve the identity of the Whistleblower 

personal and one of these disclosure be made handiest on a want to 

recognise basis; 

c. That any kind of discrimination, harassment, victimisation or any other 

unfair employment exercise being followed in opposition to Whistle 

Blowers is condemned; 

d. That complete safety is given to the Whistleblower towards any unfair 

practice like retaliation, danger or intimidation of termination or suspension 

of provider, Disciplinary movement, transfer, demotion, refusal of 

promotion, or the like. inclusive of any direct or indirect use of authority to 
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hinder the Whistle Blower‟s right to hold to perform his duties or functions 

which includes making further included Disclosure; that confidentiality of 

the covered Disclosure is maintained; that the identity of the Whistleblower 

is saved personal to the extent viable and approved below regulation. but, 

Whistle Blowers are cautioned that their identity may turn out to be 

recognised for motives 

The Residual Theory of Dividend Policy  

The residual hypothesis of profit arrangement holds that the firm will just.pay 

outfrom leftover income, that is profits ought to be paid just if reserves stay 

after the ideal level of capital consumptions is brought about i.e. all appropriate 

speculation openings have been financed. With a residual profit strategy, the 

essential focal point of the firm is on speculation and consequently profit 

approach is a latent choice variable. The estimation of a firm is an immediate 

capacity of its speculation choices in this way making profit arrangement 

unimportant.Dividend  Irrelevance Theory, (Miller and Modigliani, 1961). 

The dividend  unimportance hypothesis states that profit arrangement has no 

impact on either the cost of the firm or its cost of capital.  

7. Dividend Irrelevance Arguments  

Profit approach does not influence share cost in light of the fact that the 

estimation of the firm is a component of its winning force and the danger of its 

benefits. On the off chance that profits do influence esteem, it is just due to:  

Information impact: The enlightening substance of profits with respect to 

administration's profit desires. 

Clientele impact: A customer base impact exists which enables firms to pull in 

investors whose profit inclinations coordinate the association's verifiable profit 

payout designs 

Worker Outreach  
Volunteerism  

Ashok Leyland urges worker volunteerism to give representatives a chance to 

look past the call of routine work, to empower them be a piece of the 

Company's social open up a road for their social soul. The key movers of all 

effort programs in the Units, the volunteers, are engaged with a few CSR inia of 

the Company.  

Ashok Leyland additionally has 'finance contribution on to an admirable 

motivation'. Under this Company channels representative contribution  on from 

their compensation consistently to help their coveted reason – one of the five 

social organisations a ons working for the underestimated and the defenceless - 

identifies by the Company. 
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Disaster and Emergency Administration  

The first of its kind in the corporate world, Ashok Leyland has given preparing 

ininternal orally-approved catastrophe and crisis administration modules to 

more than 100 of its volunteers from its manufacturing units. The volunteers are 

prepared to oversee disasters emerging from topographical aggravations, for 

example, quakes; common calamity, for example surges; fire risks, mechanical 

and street mischances; and man-made perils, for example, pollution .This centre 

gathering, which is to prepare other in their respect units and furthermore 

individuals in the connecting group, are presently field and empanelled by the 

Red Cross to be conveyed for help crises and calamity Group Outreach  

Ashok Leyland is engaged with various advancement ini a, for example, 

construction and repair of open structures, boring open borewells, transport safe 

houses and up street lights around its manufacturing facilities These 

improvement ini a are bolstered by a Community Development Scheme 

contributed and oversaw by representatives from the Management and the 

Union. The assembling units have led more than 100 medicinal, blood donair on 

and HIV mindfulness camps benefit a huge number of individuals in the quick 

group. Vocation direction for secondary school understudies, aptitude 

advancement for jobless youth and vocational preparing for ladies of Self Help 

Groups around the assembling units have been composed with assistance from 

experts in the respective fields. 

These things were prohibited for employees: 

a. Abuse of authority; 

b. Breach of code of conduct or employment settlement; 

c. Negligence inflicting extensive and particular hazard to public health 

d. and protection; 

e. Manipulation of the enterprise‟s facts or information; 

f. economic irregularities, consisting of fraud or suspected fraud or 

g. deficiencies of internal control and take a look at or deliberate error in 

preparations of economic statements or misrepresentation of economic 

reports; 

Any unlawful act, whether civil or crook, the latter having repercussions on the  

h. organisation and its recognition; 

i. Pilferation of confidential or proprietary statistics; 

j. planned violation of law or policies; 

Wastage or misappropriation of the business enterprise‟s budget or assets; 

Breach of code of conduct or policies;.another Unethical, biased, favoured, 

imprudent act or behaviour.As per the Section 205C, unclaimed dividend for the 

years from 1996 to 2008 have been transferred to the Investor Education and 

Protection Fund. Amounts transferred to this fund cannot be claimed. 
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   Rate of 

Dividend 

(%) 

Dividend Amount 

Rs per share (Rs 10 

face value) 

Date of Despatch of 

Dividend Warrants 

30.05.2000 35 3.50 30.05.2000 

24.07.2001 40 4.00 24.07.2001 

26.07.2002 45 4.50 26.07.2002 

22.07.2003 50 5.00 22.07.2003 

29.07.2004 75 7.50 29.07.2004 

26.07.2005 100 1.00 * 26th July onwards 

01.08.2006 120 1.20 * 01.08.2006 

21.03.2007 150 1.50 * 21.03.2007 

30.07.2008 150 1.50 * 31.07.2008 

28.07.2009 100 1.00 * 29.07.2009 

27.07.2010 150 1.50 * 28.07.2010 

19.07.2011 200 2.00 * 20.07.2011 

24.07.2012 100 1.00 * 25.07.2012 

16.07.2013 60 0.60 * 17.07.2013 (ECS) 

05.08.2013 (warrant) 

8. Conclusion 

The ultimate aim of every company is to look after the welfare of the  

employees. Because the companies‟ pillar are none other than employees. Their 

satisfaction means a lot to the company. Every company offer many welfare 

schemes like insurance to the employees which are very useful to them and their 

family. Company also earn their loyalty. These welfare schemes also appreciate 

workers to give their full output and dedicate their whole hard work to the 

welfare and upliftment of the company.When it comes to the Ashok Leyland 

this place is considered to be a better place to work. They provide staying 

facility to the workers. By this the talented workers from all places can work 

easily. They train their interns well, the best intern can also get work in Ashok 

Leyland. Being the second largest company in vehicle making they give more 

preference to the welfare of the employees. They believe in the work of their 

employees. 
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